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Principles underlying efficient exciton transport unveiled by information-geometric analysis
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(Received 8 May 2020; revised 31 May 2021; accepted 8 June 2021; published 1 July 2021)

Adapting techniques from the field of information geometry, we show that open quantum system models of
Frenkel exciton transport, a prevalent process in photosynthetic networks, belong to a class of mathematical
models known as “sloppy.” Performing a Fisher-information-based multiparameter sensitivity analysis to inves-
tigate the full dynamical evolution of the system and reveal this sloppiness, we establish which features of a
transport network lie at the heart of efficient performance. We find that fine tuning the excitation energies in the
network is generally far more important than optimizing the network geometry and that these conclusions hold
for different measures of efficiency and when model parameters are subject to disorder within parameter regimes
typical of molecular complexes involved in photosynthesis. Our approach and insights are equally applicable to
other physical implementations of quantum transport.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.3.L032001

Introduction. Energy transport processes are prevalent
across science and engineering, from biochemical reactions
supporting life [1,2] to nowadays ubiquitous electronic de-
vices [3,4]. Typically, the goal of this process is to guide
an excitation from a “source” to a “sink” as quickly and
reliably as possible; however, a trade-off between quick ver-
sus robust transport often arises. Recently, there has been
increasing interest in nanoscale energy transport due to the im-
pressive efficiency of photosynthetic processes [5], potential
enhancements in solar cell efficiency [6,7], and for other nan-
otechnology applications [8]. Any practical technology will
need to overcome many uncontrollable degrees of freedom,
arising from vibrations, the electromagnetic environment, and
various quantum mechanical effects. Open quantum systems
theory is thus an ideal basis for modeling these transport
processes [9–12].

Photosynthetic exciton transport networks have inspired
much theoretical work investigating the interplay between
unitary time evolution and environment-induced decoherence
[13–18]. Many previous studies have focused on the rela-
tionship between network geometry (via position-dependent
dipole couplings) and transport efficiency: For example, for
purely coherent transport, Ref. [19] reports statistical cor-
relations between robust transport and geometries with a
“backbone-pair” structure. Similarly, Refs. [20–22] compare
the effects of coherent transport, phenomenological site-basis
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pure dephasing, and network geometry. In the above cases
the on-site energies were degenerate and assumed to be
unimportant. By contrast, nondegenerate site energies were
used for investigating statistical correlations between dy-
namics and network design [23,24], and studying optimal
trapping processes [25]. In these studies, pure dephasing
serves to overcome (Anderson) localization effects [26]. Mov-
ing beyond pure dephasing, Ref. [27] investigates geometrical
effects with a more realistic environment model, whereas
Refs. [28,29] incorporate vibronic effects. Finally, Ref. [30]
analyzes transport efficiency and robustness in different vi-
brational parameter regimes with fixed, nondegenerate on-site
energies.

In this Letter, we use information-geometric tools to show
that, with realistic noise models, on-site energy tuning is typi-
cally far more important to transport performance than spatial
configuration. While we focus on (Frenkel) exciton transport
through a small network of sites, in a regime appropriate
to the early stages of photosynthesis, our results are equally
relevant to the design of organic photovoltaics, molecular
charge transfer systems, and quantum walks more generally
[31–33]. Constructing the Fisher information matrix (FIM)
for our transport model, we show that its parameter space
possesses a surprising structure which is common to mathe-
matical models across scientific disciplines from biology to
machine learning. These models have been termed “sloppy”
since they meaningfully depend on only a few key parameter
combinations [34]. We proceed by exploiting this property
to analyze which physical parameters must be controlled
most carefully in order to realize efficient quantum transport.
Finally, we investigate how variations in both the transport
model and employed efficiency measure affect this parame-
ter sensitivity. Going beyond phenomenologically informed
previous works, we elucidate how details of the vibrational
environment determine whether the energetic landscape or
network geometry most significantly influence the system’s
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transport properties, confirming that in molecular networks
the former typically dominates.

Transport model. We consider a network comprising N
sites, each modeled as a two-level system, and assume there
is never more than a single excitation present. The unitary
dynamics are governed by the Hamiltonian

Ĥs =
N∑

i=1

Ei|i〉〈i| +
∑
i �= j

Vi j (|i〉〈 j| + | j〉〈i|), (1)

with intersite coupling strength Vi j between site-basis states |i〉
and | j〉, and on-site excitation energy Ei relative to the ground
state |g〉. For simplicity, we present the case N = 4, however,
as shown in the Supplemental Material (SM) [35], our con-
clusions hold for other small networks. The dipolar hopping
terms in Eq. (1) are given by Vi j (�ri, �r j ) = D/|�ri − �r j |3, where
�ri denotes the real-space coordinates of site |i〉 and D is a
coupling constant, assumed equal for all sites.

Additionally, we account for a finite-temperature phonon
environment, which couples to our transport network through
site-dependent displacements with interaction Hamiltonian
ĤI,phonon = ∑N

i |i〉〈i| ⊗ ∑
k gk (ĉi,k + ĉ†

i,k ), where ĉ(†)
i,k is the

annihilation (creation) operator of local phonon mode k and
gk is the associated coupling constant. For computational con-
venience, we assume weak to moderate system-environment
couplings that are adequately described with a Bloch-Redfield
master equation [9]. This vibrational environment leads to
phonon-mediated eigenstate transitions with rates determined
by the phonon spectral density J (ω) [36].

We focus on a structured, singly peaked spectrum of the
form

J1(ω) = γph

∣∣∣ ω

ωc

∣∣∣3
e−( ω

ωc )2

[nBE(ω, Tph) + �(ω)], (2)

where γph controls the overall system-phonon coupling, the
Bose-Einstein distribution nBE describes a phonon environ-
ment at temperature Tph, the Heaviside step function �(ω)
reflects the prevalence of phonon emission over absorption
at finite temperature, and ωc is a high-frequency cutoff. This
generic form captures the typical situation of a vanishing
J (ω) in both low- and high-frequency limits. Additionally,
we consider two other functional forms, namely J2(ω) =
γph�(ω) and J3(ω) = γph, to investigate which features of
J1 are critical to our findings. Physically, J3 represents a
flat, infinite-temperature spectrum which, while unrealistic in
practice, leads to Markovian pure dephasing (used in many
previous exciton transport studies [20–23]) within our nonsec-
ular Bloch-Redfield treatment, thus allowing for a comparison
with the existing literature. Spectrum J2 describes a flat, zero-
temperature environment and acts as a bridge between J1 and
J3 by retaining the thermodynamically consistent asymmetry
between phonon absorption and emission while removing all
other structure.

Finally, we account for two other physical processes of
relevance to energy transport phenomena. After successful
transport, the Lindblad operator L̂t = γ

1/2
trap |trap〉〈sink| inco-

herently extracts an excitation from the designated network
sink to an orthogonal trap state [Fig. 1(a)]. We also include
spontaneous decay via L̂d,i = τ

−1/2
i |g〉〈i|, which destroys an

excitation at site |i〉.

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic depiction of the nanoscale transport sys-
tems considered here. Our models account for coherent transport
(Vi j), vibrational coupling (γph), spontaneous decay (τi), and en-
ergy extraction (γtrap). (b) Cartoon depiction of the parameter space
manifold revealed by our information-geometric analysis and the
associated log-linear (“sloppy”) Fisher information matrix (FIM)
eigenvalue spectrum which suggests that on-site excitation energies
are the dominant parameters in determining transport performance.

Overall, the transport dynamics of our model is governed
by the Bloch-Redfield equation

∂ρs

∂t
= −i[Ĥs, ρs] + R̂ρs + L̂[L̂t ]ρs +

N∑
i=1

L̂[L̂d,i]ρs, (3)

where subscript s denotes system quantities, R̂ is our phonon
interaction Bloch-Redfield tensor, and L̂[•]ρ is the usual
Lindblad dissipator [9].

As a means to parametrize our transport networks in terms
of physically relevant quantities (see Fig. 1), we use the fol-
lowing set of model parameters throughout this Letter: on-site
excitation energies Ei; exciton lifetimes τi; real-space polar
coordinates �r1i = (r1i, φ1i, θ1i ) with respect to site |1〉; system
to trap extraction rate γtrap; system-environment vibrational
coupling γph; and phonon bath temperature Tph. We denote the
vector containing all of these input parameters as �η = {ημ}.
Additional parametrization details and parameter values for
our results are provided in the SM [35].

Given sufficient computational resources, the ensuing
analysis could instead utilize other, more accurate numer-
ical methods for simulating open quantum dynamics [37]
such as polaron-transform-based master equations [38–40],
hierarchical equations of motion [41,42], time-dependent den-
sity matrix renormalization group approaches [43,44], or
path-integral-based approaches [45–47]. More broadly, our
approach is equally applicable to far more complex models
of physical systems than the simple tight-binding models con-
sidered here.

Fisher information matrix. Our primary focus is the
nonequilibrium transport properties of a single energy quan-
tum that is generated, transported, and extracted before
another excitation enters the system, reflecting excitation
events that are rare or transient. However, as shown later,
our general conclusions also hold in steady-state scenarios.
For now, to investigate transport efficiency over the full time
evolution of the system, we consider the probability distribu-
tion farr(t, �η) = (Pmax)−1 ∂

∂t 〈trap|ρ(t, �η)|trap〉, where Pmax is
the final trap population. This “arrival time” distribution is
the likelihood of the excitation arriving at the trap at time
t , normalized by the total probability of successful transport.
Using this, measures of transport efficiency such as the mean
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FIG. 2. Comparison between transport models with J1 (phonon-
mediated eigenstates transitions) and J3 (site-basis pure dephasing)
vibrational environments with all other parameters identical. (a) Pop-
ulation dynamics up to respective steady-state times (tss) for each
system site (black lines) and trap state (dashed line) with associated
arrival time distribution ( farr, green) on the right-hand axis. (b) Slop-
piness of FIM eigenvalue spectra.

and variance of the arrival time can be computed. Our goal is
to determine which, and how many, of our model’s physical
input parameters (�η) contribute most to determining these
properties. We explore the parameter space of our models
with the Fisher information matrix (FIM) [48] which, for a
distribution f (t, �η), is defined as

gμν (�η) = E

[(
∂

∂ημ

ln f (t, �η)

)(
∂

∂ην

ln f (t, �η)

)∣∣∣∣t
]
, (4)

where E [· · · |t ] denotes the expectation value with respect to
time. The FIM (4) is a metric tensor for the parameter space
manifold (i.e., subspace of possible model outputs) embedded
within the full “prediction space” of possible distributions
[34]. Following Ref. [49], an intuitive geometric structure
emerges from the FIM, in which the manifold possesses a
hierarchy of widths (i.e., geodesic lengths) corresponding to
successive, exponentially less important linear combinations
of model parameters (see Fig. 1). Similar sloppy geometric
structures are present in many unrelated mathematical models,
from a variety of scientific disciplines [50–52]. Formally, the
sloppiness of a particular model is determined by the mani-
fold’s widths along each of the FIM eigenvector directions.
However, following Transtrum et al. [34,53], the FIM eigen-
values may be used as the key indicator of model sloppiness.
Throughout this Letter we construct the FIM using dimension-
less (log) parameters to allow for a fair comparison between
parameters with different physical dimensions (see SM [35]
for details).

Results and discussion. We begin by investigating how
different vibrational environment descriptions affect the
robustness of transport properties, as quantified by the sloppi-
ness of the model. Specifically, we compare spectra J1 and J3

for a transport model with linear chain geometry and degener-
ate on-site energies, finding that this leads to two contrasting
parameter space manifolds, where the transport properties
are several orders of magnitude more sensitive to parameter
perturbations for the first model (J1) than the second (J3), as
seen by the relative difference in FIM eigenvalues. In the SM
[35] we show that this contrast holds over a wide range of
γph values. The population dynamics in Fig. 2(a) show that
only the J1 model supports coherent (site-basis) oscillations
on timescales relevant to the transport process. In this case,
the resulting interference effects contribute to a dynamics that

FIG. 3. Relative importance P (ημ) of each model parameter ημ

for simple 1D and 2D transport geometries. Rows correspond to
different functional forms of the phonon spectrum [Eq. (2)] for both
weak (γweak = 10−3 eV) and stronger (γstrong = 10−1 eV) phonon
coupling (γph). Insets depict network geometries with red (green)
dots representing the source (sink) site.

is far more sensitive to the details of the model. However,
both models are inherently sloppy; the sensitivity to small pa-
rameter changes is concentrated in a few linearly independent
perturbations, which we will now see primarily involve the
on-site excitation energies.

We proceed by analyzing the FIM eigenvectors to perform
a sensitivity analysis across different parameter regimes. This
tells us which physical model parameters have the largest
influence on the dynamical evolution of the system. The
linear combination of bare model parameters which forms
each eigenvector, paired with the magnitude of its eigenvalue,
establishes the local (in parameter space) hierarchy of pa-
rameter sensitivities. In the SM [35] we show that, due to
the inherent complexity of these transport networks, and the
competing influences of various parameters, the parameter
space lacks clear global patterns in these important linear
combinations. Therefore, we instead look for bare parame-
ters which consistently dominate the eigenvector(s) with the
largest eigenvalue(s) (i.e., we identify a lower-dimensional
parameter subspace which influences transport behavior sig-
nificantly). To quantify relative parameter importance we use
P (ημ) = ∑

i λi |êi · η̂μ| and normalize such that
∑

μ P (ημ) =
1, where êi (λi) is the ith eigenvector (eigenvalue) of the
FIM, and η̂μ is the parameter space basis vector for model
parameter ημ. We use absolute values since we are concerned
with the magnitude of the sensitivity. This method establishes
the relative parameter importance over the full dynamical
transport process instead of focusing on the sensitivity of a
single scalar quantity.

The quantity P (ημ) is shown in Fig. 3 for each physical
input parameter (�η) in simple one- and two-dimensional (1D
and 2D) geometries with different phonon environments. For
weak system-phonon coupling, the parameters which control
the system’s unitary dynamics (i.e., positions and on-site en-
ergies) are significantly more important. Furthermore, we see
a close similarity between J1 and J2 but, for pure-dephasing-
like noise (J3), there are qualitative differences in parameter
importance. This suggests that the presence of an asymme-
try in phonon absorption and emission rates, derived from
the thermodynamic consistency of models with spectra J1

and J2, is a key feature in determining which parameters
are most important in exciton transport. Physically, a phonon
rate asymmetry leads to lower-energy eigenstates becoming
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FIG. 4. (a) Average (solid lines) and range (shaded area) of rel-
ative importance for different parameter groups upon varying site
spacing in a linear chain geometry (i.e., all pairwise couplings change
but nearest-neighbor couplings are shown for simplicity). (b) Av-
erage parameter importance (main bar) and associated variance
(error bar) for different transport efficiency measures using randomly
generated four-site networks (1000 per r value). Geometries were
constrained within a sphere of radius r with 10% disorder applied
to all other model parameters (see main text and SM [35]). Dashed
vertical lines in (a) denote average nearest-neighbor coupling across
all networks for each of the three different sphere radii in (b).

increasingly populated as the evolution progresses. There-
fore, the precise properties of these eigenstates will become
more important. Without this asymmetry, and in the absence
of an extraction process, the system would tend towards a
maximally mixed state with equal population on all sites.
In that case, the precise details of the system Hamiltonian
and its resulting eigenstates will be less important, and site
positions and excitation energies will have less influence on
the system’s dynamics. Finally, we note that stronger phonon
coupling tends to exaggerate the above-discussed effects: For
J1, J2, the lower-energy states are populated more quickly and
so the details of these states, and the different on-site energies
and positions which determine them, are more important.
Similarly, for strong pure dephasing, the maximally mixed
state is reached more quickly, therefore, the most important
considerations are simply the extraction rate (γtrap) and the
proximity of the sink site to all others.

For the remainder of this Letter, we focus on the J1 phonon
environment and turn to look more closely at the Hamiltonian
parameters. We find that there is a connection between coher-
ent coupling strength and the relative importance of network
geometry versus on-site energies. Figure 4(a) compares these
two parameter groups for a degenerate linear chain, showing
that network geometry becomes more important as intersite
coupling increases. However, on-site energies are dominant
up to nearest-neighbor hopping around 100 meV. This can
be explained as follows: As coherent couplings increase,
eigenenergy splittings also increase. For structured spectral
densities, such as J1, this entails larger differences between
rates of the various phonon-mediated eigenstate transitions
and therefore different transport performance. In the SM
[35] we show that this energy-position importance crossover
disappears for pure-dephasing models. The shaded regions
in Fig. 4(a) are bounded by the maximal/minimal values of
P (ημ) when restricting �η to encompass only the correspond-
ing parameter group.

Figure 4(b) corroborates the dominant importance of on-
site energies across a large region of parameter space. Its
panels show the average relative parameter importance for
randomly generated network geometries inside a sphere of
radius r with source and sink sites fixed at opposite poles and
intermediate sites randomly positioned [see Fig. 1(a)], as in
Refs. [20–22]. Consequently, the average coherent coupling
strength is inversely related to r. Random disorder is also
applied to all other parameters (see SM [35] for procedural
details). In all cases, we focus on networks exhibiting rela-
tively efficient transport by restricting to randomly generated
networks whose time evolution lasts less than 1 ns. The top
panel shows results for the arrival time distribution farr(t, �η).
The middle panel uses an alternative indicator of success-
ful transport, namely the loss time distribution floss(t, �η) =
(Ploss)−1 ∂

∂t 〈g|ρ(t, �η)|g〉 which describes the probability of ex-
citon recombination at time t , normalized by the overall
recombination probability Ploss. Finally, with previous studies
arguing that, for photosynthetic systems under incoherent il-
lumination, only steady-state transport properties are relevant
[15,54], we also consider the steady-state current into the
trap, Iss = γtrap〈sink|ρss(�η)|sink〉, which necessitates adding
an injection term L̂[

√
γinjσ̂

+
1 ]ρs to Eq. (3) for repopulating

the source site. Here, we simply look at the magnitudes of the
partial derivatives (|∂μIss|) for parameter sensitivities. How-
ever, our nontrivial information-geometric approach could be
adapted to steady-state scenarios by choosing f (�η) in Eq. (4)
to be the full counting distribution of transported excitons
[55].

As shown in Fig. 4(b), upon moving away from the
idealized degenerate linear chain towards disordered model
parameters, the importance of tuning the on-site energies
dominates that of network geometry, regardless of the adopted
efficiency measure. By comparing with the colored vertical
lines in Fig. 4(a), we see that the transition from impor-
tance of on-site energies to network geometries at stronger
couplings—as seen in Fig. 4(a)—no longer occurs, even
for r = 1 nm, where average nearest-neighbor couplings ap-
proach 100 meV. While all three efficiency measures show
positions becoming slightly more important with decreasing
sphere radii, we nonetheless conclude that, on average, tuning
the on-site energies remains far more important for achieving
efficient transport.

Finally, since the magnitude of intersite couplings in a
typical photosynthetic system is �10 meV, our results suggest
that on-site energy tuning, rather than molecular geometry, is
primarily responsible for the impressive efficiency of natural
photosynthetic processes. See SM [35] for an extended dis-
cussion of experimental platforms to which our results apply.

Conclusion. We have demonstrated that open quantum sys-
tem models of exciton transport are sloppy, in common with
many other multiparameter models from various scientific
domains. For the generic transport models studied here, we
found the extent of the sloppiness to depend on the nature
of the phonon environment and, in particular, the coupling
strength and finite-temperature asymmetry in phonon rates.
Making use of the intrinsic hierarchy of parameter sensitivities
implied by the sloppiness of our model, we performed an
information-geometric multiparameter sensitivity analysis to
understand which physical features of the system most affect
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its transport performance. We anticipate that the methodology
introduced here could become an important asset for ana-
lyzing a host of other settings involving complex quantum
dynamics, complementing other approaches that aim to cap-
ture its key features [56–58]. Crucially, it also opens the door
to the application of other information-geometric analyses
[51,53,59].

Our results underline the importance of a tailored on-site
energy landscape for achieving efficient quantum transport
[24] and demonstrate considerable robustness to parameter
disorder. Intuitively, this parameter importance reflects the
fact that on-site energies have a direct influence on both the

unitary and nonunitary dynamics through their effects on the
eigenenergies and eigenstates of the system, therefore gov-
erning coherent as well as dissipative processes. Our findings
suggest the future exploration of nontrivial energy landscapes,
such as those recently found in Ref. [60], could lead to signif-
icant improvements in our understanding and implementation
of efficient quantum transport processes.
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